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Guide No Password 2019 >. of new ground. At the heart of that agenda is a vision of immigration as
an economic project, which would unite immigrants with their host country. In a recent editorial, the
country's leading business lobby, the Confederation of British Industry, has embraced the "kinder,
gentler" approach. "The UK benefits from being a country of open arms rather than closed gates," it
says. Such thinking has yet to catch on outside Westminster, and the House of Lords, for all its talk
about hospitality to new citizens, has been less kind. Nor has it attracted the radical right, which
sees immigration as a race-based threat to the UK's population. Behind the scenes, many Tories
have suggested that Cameron should change tack. Peter Lilley, a former cabinet minister, has called
it "junk economics" and predicted that it will fail. "Every alien in this country is a net cost to the
taxpayer," he tells me. "The only individuals who pay no taxes here are the very rich. But they are a
minority." The debate about immigration and multiculturalism is about much more than just
numbers. It is about how the UK wants to be. Has it always been a nation of asylum seekers, or is
there a better model to emulate? Were the St George's flag flown by slave-traders a sign of pride in
colonialism, or a contrarian expression of the mingling of races? And perhaps most significantly, is
the UK now the country it wants to be? "The question we are now faced with is whether we are
Britain or whether we are England," says Lilley. "By saying, 'we are Britain, you're not in
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